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In April, we commented on prospects for regulatory reform in federal labor
and employment law under the Trump Administration. (Our April report is
below.) As 2017 draws to a close, we provide an update on how those
prospects have played out to date.
Immigration. We suggested that President Trump's "Hire America" focus
would lead to increased scrutiny of foreign labor and that has been the
Administration's direction. For example, in October, U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services instructed agents that they should no longer defer to
determinations on prior visa petitions when considering extensions. In
addition, the Department of Homeland Security recently published a proposal
to reverse a 2015 rule that extended employment eligibility for certain
spouses of H-1B immigrants. The agency also intends to rescind the
International Entrepreneur Rule following a federal court decision earlier this
month setting aside the agency's attempt to delay the Rule's implementation.
Labor Department. Secretary of Labor Acosta had just been confirmed
when we published our April report. In testimony to Congress last month, the
Secretary lauded the country's "remarkable" job growth in 2017 and restated
his commitment to "rolling back regulations that unnecessarily eliminate jobs,
inhibit job creation, are unnecessary, or impose costs that exceed benefits."
According to the Secretary, DOL regulatory reform will focus on respect for
the individual and the rule of law, where rulemaking is based on public input
and policy is not advanced by informal means. Due to continued delays in the
process for Senate confirmation of some senior-level DOL appointees, the
Secretary has not yet been able to foster significant change in certain areas.
For example, the Administrative Review Board remains under the one-party
control of five members appointed by the Obama Administration.
Wage and Hour: An Obama Administration-era rule would have narrowed
the class of employees deemed exempt under the Fair Labor Standards Act
by nearly doubling the minimum base pay used as part of the test in
determining exempt status. Due to federal court injunctions, that rule never
took effect. While Secretary Acosta has cited the 2016 rule as an example of
how executive overreach negatively impacts Americans, he recognizes that
the DOL's existing regulations may be outdated and are "worthy of
reconsideration." To that end, in July, the Wage and Hour Division began
soliciting public comments on the rules for exempt status and received more
than 200,000 responses. The Division will likely propose revised regulations
in 2018, although it currently only has an acting Administrator, Bryan Jarrett.
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OSHA: Although the new OSHA Administrator, Scott Mugno, has not yet
been confirmed by the full Senate, OSHA has taken action on some of the
issues discussed in our April report. The due date for compliance with the
rule requiring certification of crane operators has been pushed back to next
November. Changes to the permissible limits on silica exposure took effect
in September, but OSHA has focused on compliance assistance rather than
enforcement. The requirement that employers submit injury and illness
reports electronically, which was somewhat controversial due to fears that
raw data would be publicly released without appropriate context or
explanations, has nevertheless taken effect. OSHA recently announced that
it will not take enforcement action against employers who have not yet
complied if they electronically submit their data by the end of the year.
EEOC. Last year, the EEOC added a requirement that employers submit
employee pay data along with the demographic data already collected in
annual EEO-1 reports. In August 2017, the Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs (OIRA, part of the Office of Management and Budget)
issued a Memorandum staying the effective date of the expanded reporting
requirements. OIRA determined that the revised EEO-1 form did not pass
muster under the Paperwork Reduction Act. Our April report also noted the
EEOC's stance that Title VII's bar on sex discrimination also bars
discrimination based on sexual orientation. Although the EEOC is still short
of its full complement of five members, the EEOC might not reverse its
stance even with a Republican majority. Even so, the Department of Justice
disagrees with the EEOC's position and advocates in litigation that Title VII
does not bar sexual orientation discrimination. Since our April report, federal
appellate courts have reached conflicting decisions on this issue. While the
Supreme Court last week declined to review one such decision, it is likely to
step in to resolve this conflict at some point.
OFCCP/Government Contracts. President Obama's Fair Play and Safe
Workplaces Executive Order, which tied federal contracts to compliance with
federal labor laws and was implemented through new contracting
regulations last year, is officially dead. While the DOL had issued its own
guidance in support of implementing the Executive Order, the DOL
rescinded that guidance effective November 6, 2017. The DOL only recently
gained a new director for the OFCCP, Ondray Harris, who assumed that
position on December 10.
Benefits. The so-called Fiduciary Rule, which expanded investment advisor
obligations imposed by the tax code and ERISA, was partially effective as of
June 2017. Consistent with a directive by President Trump, the DOL has
been examining the potentially adverse effects the rule may have on the
ability of individuals to gain access to retirement information and financial
advice. Following temporary delays in the rule's implementation, the DOL
published a final rule in late November postponing certain compliance
requirements until July 1, 2019. Effectively, that action delays enforcement
of the rule for 18 more months, and in the interim the DOL may well limit the
rule or rescind it altogether.
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National Labor Relations Board. The Board has only had a Republican
majority since late September. (Last week, the Republican Chairman
stepped down at the end of his term, so the majority was short lived.
However, a new Republican member is expected to be nominated soon.) In
that short time, the Board issued several major decisions. For example, a
Board decision last week tightened the test that applies when (as has
occurred in hundreds of cases) an employer's facially neutral rule, policy, or
handbook provision is challenged as restricting protected labor rights.
The following provides updates to specific topics covered in our April report:
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Persuader Rule: Adopted by a Democrat-majority Board in 2016, the
Persuader Rule would have required employers to publicly disclose the
identity of their advisors (such as attorneys) on union campaigns, even if the
advisors did not directly engage with (or try to "persuade") workers. As of
April, the rule had already been enjoined by a court, and we noted that it was
unlikely ever to take effect. That has been the case. In June, the DOL's
Labor-Management Standards Office published a notice of a proposed
rulemaking and a request for comments on a proposal to rescind the
Persuader Rule.
Election Procedures: In late 2014, the Board made dozens of changes to
the regulations governing representation elections, which were widely
viewed as favoring unions at the expense of employers. While the revised
regulations have been in effect since early 2015, the newly composed Board
is likely to change them. Last week, the Board published a Federal Register
notice soliciting public comments (due February 12, 2018) on whether the
2014 rule revisions should remain intact, be revised, or be rescinded. Action
by the Board in response to public comments is expected in 2018.
Joint Employers: Earlier this month, in Hy-Brand Industrial Contractors, the
Board held that an entity may be deemed a joint employer for labor law
purposes only if it exercised actual control over the essential employment
terms of another entity's employees. A joint employer relationship is not
proved merely by evidence of indirect control, contractually-reserved control
that has never been exercised, or control that is limited and routine. The
Board thus reversed the controversial 2015 Browning Ferris Industries
decision that had liberalized the joint employer test. In addition, the DOL
recently rescinded its own, informal guidance on joint employers and
independent contractors.
We will continue to monitor regulatory reform developments of interest to
employers in 2018.

